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Introducing the Mud Run Conservancy
On February 1, 2018 the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency held a public meeting to discuss a
multi-state quarrying operation discharge permit application. This quarry intends to dewater the
proposed mining area, discharging millions of gallons of ground water and mining waste into the Mud
Run every day. Local citizens have come together to provide a voice for this precious resource.
The Mud Run Conservancy is an Ohio not-for-profit corporation dedicated to the well-being of the
Mud Run Watershed. This valuable resource encompasses over 20 miles of waterways including the
Mud Run Creek, Clear Creek, many tributaries, wetlands, fens and dozens of natural springs.
To all current, past and future citizens, the Mud
Run Watershed is more than just a waterway. It’s
our home. Generations have grown up within
the confines of this watershed. In the footprints
of the Mud Run, we have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graduated from school
Forged lifelong friendships
Fallen in love
Raised precious children
Splashed in creeks and rivers
Attended church
Built homes
Worked and retired
And so much more…

The Mud Run, Hagan Road

Journey through these pages. Discover the significance of wetlands. Navigate
the Mud Run Watershed. Step into the “Footprints of the Mud Run.” Join us
now in protecting this land we call home!
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Map of the Mud Run & Tributaries,

Class 3 Fen

Redside Dace!
On an OEPA site visit in June 2018, a robust, sustainable population of redside dace was
found in an unnamed tributary of the Mud Run. The presence of a redside dace population
is noteworthy, because this minnow is a cold-water indicator species. The redside dace
can be used as an ecosystem health indicator, as it is sensitive to environmental
disturbances.
This tributary had been previously classified as a warm water habitat by the OEPA in 2003.
The OEPA sees a need for additional sampling of fish and macro invertebrates in order to
establish the existing use of the tributary. Way to go redside dace!
Redside Dace Caught in Mud Run, 2018
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Bog Iron in Garrison Road Fen

Fens 101
What does the word “wetlands” bring to mind? The Florida Everglades? Or maybe Cedar Bog?
Wetlands are found in every state and are dependent upon an adequate and consistent water supply.
The four types of wetlands are swamps, marshes, bogs and fens.
Several fens can be found in this area and are worth a day trip. Cedar Bog (actually a 450-acre fen,
Woodburn Road in Urbana), Gallagher Fen (Old Columbus Road, Springfield), Anderson Fen (W.
Enon Road) and Siebenthaler Fen (Fairground Road in Greene County) are nearby.

Description of Fens
Fens are peat-forming wetlands that receive nutrients from sources other than precipitation. They are
fed by mineral rich surface water, springs, seeps and groundwater movements. These extraordinary
wetlands are special due to their rarity and unique hydrological functions. A fen is characterized as
having flowing water year-round but the water levels in a fen can rise or fall with changes to the water
table.
The groundwater that feeds the fen may be high in iron. When exposed to the air the iron can oxidize
and color the fen reddish-orange. Left undisturbed the iron can accumulate into chunks that can be
harvested and smelted! Revolutionary War cannonballs were smelted of naturally forming bog iron.

Wetlands have been called “nature’s kidneys” because of their
ability to filter impurities from water.
Wetlands are crucial because they purify water by eliminating toxins,
store water, prevent flooding and are considered one of the most
biologically diverse ecosystems due to the diversity of its plants and
animal life.
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Plant Life in Fens
Fens are able to support a very diverse plant
and animal community. These wetlands are
often covered by grasses, sedges, rushes and
wildflowers.
Plants get oxygen from both their leaves and
roots but most plants cannot live in wetland
areas as they would “suffocate” in the oxygen
starved, waterlogged (hydric) soil. Specialized
plants, such as the Marsh Marigold or the Ohio
Goldenrod, have adapted to life in hydric soil,
and even thrive in such conditions.

Marsh Marigolds in Garrison Rd. Fen
Another noteworthy dweller living in the fen’s
calcareous (lime) waters is the swamp lousewort. This wetland plant is a hemiparasite stealing some
nutrients from nearby plants through underground connecting roots and receiving the other nutrients
through photosynthesis. Take away its calcareous waters, and these plants will die.

Two Category 3 Fens Identified in Mad River Township!
The Ohio EPA uses the Ohio Rapid Assessment Method (ORAM) to determine the presence and
quality of a wetland. After evaluating the soil, plants and water features, the area is given a score and
assigned a category: 1 being a wetland with the lowest diversity and 3 being a wetland with the
highest diversity with category 2 somewhere in between. In 2018, the two Mad River Township fens
along Garrison Road were determined to be Category 3 wetlands due to the superior habitat, the high
levels of diversity and the many native species found within their boundaries.

Status of Fens
According to the Ohio EPA, our wetlands are in jeopardy. “Since the late 18th Century, 90% of Ohio’s
wetland resources have been destroyed or degraded through draining, filling or other modifications.”
Mandated by the Clean Water Act, anyone planning to disturb a wetland must obtain a permit from
the Ohio EPA and possibly the Army Corps of Engineers.

“Because of the large historical loss of this
ecosystem type, remaining fens are that
much rarer, and it is crucial to protect them. It
is important to recognize that while mining
and draining these ecosystems provide
resources for people, up to 10,000 years are
required to form a fen naturally.”
Swamp Lousewort

https://www.epa.gov/wetlands/classification-and-typeswetlands#fens
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David Nolin Seining in the Mud Run

Mud Run Seining
By David Nolin, Retired Conservation Director, Five Rivers Metroparks
I grew up near Mud Run and spent many days fishing, seining, inner-tubing and even canoeing down
this stream. This experience was very influential in my life, and was a big part of my decision to
choose conservation as a career. I retired from Five Rivers Metroparks after 30 years, mostly as
Conservation Director. My department did a lot of seining, shocking, and evaluating of streams, and I
believe I can tell a good stream when I see one.
Last spring, I returned to Mud Run with a minnow seine and a camera and was delighted to find the
stream in great shape and retaining the diversity of fish that I remembered. I caught mottled sculpin
on each of the first 3 passes, as well as four species of darters and many of the beautiful black stripe
topminnow.
Minnow Caught in the Mud Run, 2017

The banks of the stream are stable and
well vegetated, the waters are clear
most of the time, there are healthy
sequences of riffles and pools and good
sinuosity.
I am concerned about possible pollution
entering the Mud Run from mining
operations causing damage to the
aquatic environment. I am also
concerned about an increase in
flooding, bank cutting, and siltation from
the increased runoff.
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On another note, I have visited the Garrison Fen several times over the last year. This nearly 5 acre
site is directly adjacent to the proposed mining site.
The Garrison Fen contains many rare
species associated with this kind of wetland,
including queen of the prairie, Ohio
goldenrod, Riddell’s goldenrod, Kalm’s
lobelia, grass of parnassus, turtlehead, and
many other plants associated with this rare
plant community. It is excellent habitat for
spotted turtle and massasauga rattlesnake,
but no one has done research to determine if
they are present. The site is fed by strong
groundwater flows. Given the depth of the
proposed quarry directly adjacent to the site,
it seems inevitable that the quarry pit will
draw down the water table that feeds this
wetland, causing its destruction.
Massasauga Rattlesnake

The Hill
My family and I lived on the hill; the hill on New Horizon Avenue in West Enon. This hill was
instrumental in my childhood. It allowed me to conquer my fears because I could clip on my
skates (remember the kind of skates with the accompanying skate key?) and fly down the
driveway only to veer off into the grass at the last possible moment to avoid street traffic.
There was always a sense of personal accomplishment when I made it down the hill without
wiping out on the concrete drive.
Many a memory was made on that grassy knoll. It was a place I would tumble, roll or
cartwheel down to the bottom only to race back up with my dog and start back down again.
It was a place to tie clover necklaces, shoot others with plantain “pop-guns” or take cover
from crab apple fights. That hill was the best!
In the spring, there was always the hope of a glorious pond filling with torrential rains at the
bottom of the hill. Splashing and laughing and coming home soaking wet. It was the place
we released the largest bullfrog ever seen, but only after the frog had made its obligatory
show-and-tell visit to each sibling’s classroom – and I had 5 siblings! That poor frog!
And in winter, donning plastic bags over my socks, I would dress for a day of sledding
complete with hat and gloves. I could race down at top speed with the gentle rising slope at
the end of the run stopping me long before I encountered the road. The draw of the snowcovered hill and a day of sledding would leave me with fingers near frostbitten and the hill
littered with sleds unclaimed from neighborhood kids!
I liked living on that hill. It was special. -- Carol
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Bridges of the Mud Run
The north fork of the Mud Run is bridged at Old Mill Road, Rocky Point Road and Tecumseh Road.

Rocky Point Road Bridge
The historic stone arch culvert/bridge on Rocky Point Road,
formerly Enon Cross Road, was constructed in the early
1870’s. The construction was a joint project between Mad
River Township and Clark County. The township was
charged with filling and constructing the approaches while
the county was responsible for building the bridge. It is the
oldest bridge in the county still in use.
Pictured left are the Ark brothers playing under the bridge in
the early 1950’s.
Pictured below are the north and south views of the stone
bridge in 1964, a few years following some shoddy repair
work. Note the steel I-beam along the edge of the deck to
widen the bridge, and the construction debris used to
support the approaches.
In recent years, township residents, volunteers and the
Turner Foundation succeeded in placing the bridge on the
National Register of Historic Places / Structures. The
bridge received a major facelift, complete with masonry
Playing in the Mud Run, Early 1950’s repair of the original stonework.

Old Mill Road Bridge
The Mud Run Creek crosses Old Mill Road a hundred yards or so upstream of the stone bridge. This
site was first bridged in the early-to-mid 1950s. Prior, there was a ford (no bridge), and automobiles
drove through the creek. This was likely one of the last fords on a public road in the county.
Mud Run Arch Bridge, Looking North, 1964

Mud Run Arch Bridge, Looking South, 1964
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Tecumseh Road Bridge After 1959 Flood

Tecumseh Road Bridge
Following a major flood in January of
1959, the bridge at Tecumseh Road was
replaced with a large pre-cast concrete
culvert. Incidentally, a concrete culvert
was proposed as the “fix” for the Rocky
Point Road bridge prior to its listing on
the National Register.
Pictured left: The Swaney brothers
playing on the Tecumseh Road "bridge"
a few days after the 1959 flood.

Did You Know?

Enon means “an abundance of springs.” A spring is a point at which
water flows from an aquifer to the earth's surface.

Carefree Days by the Mud Run
In the 50’s and 60’s, the Mud Run was great fun for children growing up close by. Summer was a time
for fishing. We caught sun fish, blue gills, yellow belly cat fish, bass and carp. We also liked playing in
the creek trying to catch crawdads and frogs and sometimes getting out to find that our legs were
covered with leaches. One summer, my brothers gathered scrap wood, nailing it together to make a
raft to float down the Mud Run. Don’t think it worked quite as well as planned but did provide a lot of
entertainment that year.
One winter in the late 50’s, the creek flooded the corn field in front of our home. It froze and provided
a wonderful huge skating rink. We could skate on the whole field and it felt like we could skate for
miles. Because it was so windy, we got the idea of sail skating. Holding a sheet between us, we let
the wind carry us the whole length of the field.
I have many great memories of Mud Run. A secret hideout under a small bridge in the pasture. Eating
mulberries right off the trees around the creek. I feel
fortunate to have all of these memories. --Sally

Summer Girls

Playing in the Mud Run

The summer of 2007 brings fond memories of playing in
the Mud Run. We spent hours splashing around,
playing games and looking for fish and critters. We
found frogs and crawdads and animal tracks. We acted
out scenes from our favorite books and movies on the
banks of that creek. What a carefree time with
childhood friends! -- Katie
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Enon Mound

Enon Mound
•

Believed by archeologists to be built by the Adena Culture (800 B.C. to 1 A.D.) of pre-contact
American Indian people.

•

2nd largest conical mound (chamber mound built for honored dead) in Ohio.

•

Encompasses in excess of one acre, 574 feet around perimeter, and 40 feet high.

•

Estimated 12,800 cubic yards of soil, enough to fill 2,133 trucks.

•

The first apple butter made for the festival (1979) came from apples from a tree on the mound.

•

In the early 1900’s, the mound was the center of a large, dirt racetrack for thoroughbreds.

Local History Tidbits
Mud Run Cemetery
•

Located on the corner of Hunter Road and
Fairfield Pike.

•

At least 216 burials, but many stones are
missing.

•

The cemetery is all that remains of the Muddy
Run Presbyterian Church, 1816 -1904
Mud Run Cemetery
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